‘Technical Shorts’
by Gerry O’Hara, G8GUH
‘Technical Shorts’ is a series of (fairly) short articles prepared for the
Eddystone User Group (EUG) website, each focussing on a technical issue of
relevance in repairing, restoring or using Eddystone valve radios. However, much
of the content is also applicable to non-Eddystone valve receivers. The articles are
the author’s personal opinion, based on his experience and are meant to be of
interest or help to the novice or hobbyist – they are not meant to be a definitive or
exhaustive treatise on the topic under discussion…. References are provided for
those wishing to explore the subjects discussed in more depth. The author
encourages feedback and discussion on any topic covered through the EUG forum.

The Lonely Receiver
Woe Is Me…
It was the night before Christmas and in a dirty skip behind the boatyard something
whimpered quietly to itself… Eddy remembered the days long ago when he had sat
proudly on a shelf in a small crew cabin on a coastal ‘packet
steamer’ plying the west coast of the USA and Canada, calling in at
places up and down the coast from Anchorage to San Diego – Eddy
liked those days, entertaining all the different crew that he sailed
with on the ship for over 20 years: boy, could he tell some tales.
Thinking back further he remembered the ‘Bath Tub’ in Birmingham
UK, being switched on for the first time, aligned, being boxed-up
and then waking up in a ships chandlers in Vancouver with his soonto-be owner agreeing to pay for him... The packet steamer had been scrapped long-ago,
and during its final re-fit in the late-1970’s, again in Vancouver, the little Eddystone
S.870A had been ripped out and replaced with a transistor set made in the far East.
However, the folks in the boatyard figured that Eddy would make a good radio for their
lunch room, and that is where he spent the next 20 years or so, playing all the local
Vancouver AM stations while the boatyard folks ate their ‘subs’, smoked like chimneys
and drank strong coffee. Then something fateful happened, Eddy developed a fault: a
crackle and then silence - intermittent at first and ‘Big Jim’ used to
thump him smartly and he would work again for a few weeks, then
only for a few days, then not at all. “For heavens sake” shouted Sam,
“lets get another radio – that thing is so old it has tubes in it!”. And so
Eddy was taken off his shelf and placed by Big Jim into the bottom of
his locker, just in case it was needed sometime… but really, Jim liked
the cute looks of Eddy and did not have the heart to throw him out.
Eddy spent the next few years gathering dust in the bottom of Big
Jim’s locker, forgotten and wondering what was going to happen next.
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The worst happened, Big Jim left for a better job and the boatyard hit bad times… after
many months of lying dormant, the receivers moved in (no pun intended) and anything
thought to be of value was sold – unfortunately the old locker units were classed as ‘scrap
metal’ value only and thrown, Eddy and all, into the skip. Snow was now falling and
Eddy started to cry, tears streaming down his dial glass, his mains lead dangling in
amongst the scrap metal – he was lonely and cold: a long time had past since he had felt
the warmth of his ballast resistor glowing on his side and the touch of a hand on his
knobs - he started to worry that the next time he felt any warmth it might be that of a
metal smelter…
Times Are A Changing…
Meanwhile, in a land far away in the East, some magic was
happening… the Eddystone User Group (EUG) had been
formed by the Three Wise Men, who’s wisdom had been
sparked by Ted’s vision of a need to provide assistance to
the legacy of the Bath Tub and any poor unfortunate
Eddystone sets that had come on hard times, as well as the
loving but oft’ frustrated owners of such superlative sets
worldwide. They produced fine Newsletters for 16 years and helped many a set and its
owner. But not known by many was the supernatural powers held by their collaborative
intellect and dedication of the three to the ‘marque of marques’, where ‘scrap’ sets,
‘parts’ sets and ‘butchered’ sets could be detected from afar by a bright shining star when
the atmospheric conditions were just right…
And So…
Eddy suddenly felt some warmth: he looked up and saw he was still in the skip “phew”
he thought “ at least its not the smelter just yet”. He could
hear voices – a group of young guys had started a bonfire
next to the skip and were fooling about. Eddy sobbed some
more, feeling lonelier than ever and his tears, salty from the
residue of all those years at sea, dripped onto pieces of scrap
metal of all types, copper, zinc, aluminium and steel – then
by some miracle, perhaps the heat of the bonfire, Eddy’s
salty tears and the touching of different metals caused electrolytic action to start a DC
current flowing in his AC/DC circuitry - the voltage generated being enough to cause a
stir in his LO, setting off an alarm in the EUG Emergency Room near Birmingham all
those miles away. The Three Wise Men dispatched an emissary to Vancouver in search
of the plaintiff signals of a lonely and scared S.870A… hours later the skip was opened,
the poor set retrieved and Eddy was in the hands of an appreciative new owner.
Happier Times…
That was the best Christmas morning Eddy could remember – his new owner had
polished his case and dial glass, cleaned his chassis, had identified the intermittent fault
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as a dry joint on his first audio stage and had fixed it. Eddy was sitting on his own table
resplendent with Christmas decorations playing carols and in awe at the miracle that the
EUG had bestowed on a lonely cabin set from the 1950’s. Eddy could not believe his
luck and he and his owner lived happily ever after…
The above is based on a true story of an S.830/7 recovered from a skip in the UK,
recounted to the author by its new owner (thanks James!). Only the set type, locations,
facts, physics and names have been changed to protect the guilty and the innocent. The
actor playing the part of Eddy is an S.870A that lives in the well cared-for comfort of a
home in the Vancouver area, BC, Canada, owned and cared for by a friend of the author.
Eddy has designs on becoming an S.840C
some day, but in the meantime is content to
play sweetly for his owner whenever he can.
Postscript – More on ‘Eddy’
Eddy was also featured in the AC/DC ‘Tech
Shorts’ article on the EUG site. At that time
only fully-clothed poses were available. Since
then his agent has allowed some more
revealing photos to be published. These are
presented below with some technical details
Santa E‘Stone, North Pole, December, 2006

The Technical Bit
The circuit of the S.870A set was outlined in the AC/DC ‘Tech Shorts’ article and the full
Owners Manual is appended to the end
of this article. What wasn’t included,
due to that article already bloating to
some 30 pages, were photos illustrating
the set’s construction. So, included
below is the same information, expanded
a bit, but this time fully illustrated. The
set comprises:
•
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A 12BE6 (V1) mixer-oscillator
front end: nothing too
extraordinary in the circuit
design here – an electron-coupled
oscillator circuit ; the
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aerial and oscillator tuned circuits are switchable for the number of frequency ranges
covered by S1 (in this case five) and a wave trap is present (C2, L11), designed to reject
IF frequencies that may be picked up by the aerial system. However, the main thing that
sets it apart from the cheaper AC/DC sets is the quality of the parts used in its
construction and its careful layout, designed to allow useful and reliable operation on
short waves up to 25MHz (see underside of chassis photo, below);
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A 12BA6 IF amplifier, V2 (figure, right): again,
nothing extraordinary at all (except for the superior
quality of the IF transformers);
A 12AT6 AM detector, AGC and 1st audio amplifier,
V3 (figure, below): separate diodes are used for
detection and AGC circuits (many low-cost sets used
a single diode for these functions);
• A 19AQ5
audio output
stage (V4) of
conventional
design
(figure, left)
– though the
19AQ5
valve choice is a bit odd –
see article in Lighthouse
Issue 92, pp36 for an

explanation; and
• A 35W4 half-wave rectifier
(V5) in the power supply
circuit (figure, below): the main improvements over a standard
domestic AC/DC set’s supply being the installation of an effective supply-line
noise filter and two thermistors, the latter providing both surge protection and a
degree of HT stabilization to the set, this being

The S.870A’s AC/DC power supply

•

desirable for improved oscillator stability when the set was used on its higher
frequency ranges (up to 25MHz).
The set designers went to length to ensure that the chassis was electrically isolated
from the case for safety reasons. This was done by:
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o Installing a Paxolin rear panel. On this are mounted the power socket,
voltage selector and the aerial/ground connections (photo, below);
o Placing a strip of Paxolin under the metal plate supporting the fuseholders

to one side of the chassis (photo, right);
o Installing two Paxolin insulating washers on
the opposite side of the chassis (photo, below
left); and
o Ensuring that the control knob shafts did not
contact the front panel, the shafts being
insulated from the owners fingers by the
control knobs (photo, below right).
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Although housed in a ‘miniature’ case, the quality of the tuning mechanism, chassis, front
panel, outer case and other components used in this and other Eddystone AC/DC models
were of the usual Eddystone high standard (photo, above). Thus many of these sets are
still in use today and some have become very ‘collectible’ (especially if rescued from
skips).
Some Useful References
•

The S.870A manual
downloaded from the
EUG web site and
various articles in
Lighthouse (listed in
the AC/DC ‘Tech
Short’).

The mains dropper (ballast), R20, switched into the
power supply circuit on 210v and 240v supply positions
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